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Abstract
Ovarian cancer is the fifth most common cancer in Canadian women and has the highest
mortality rate of all gynecologic malignancies. First-line treatment is typically cytoreductive
surgery followed by a combination of paclitaxel and carboplatin. Unfortunately, patients
frequently relapse with drug resistant disease, and only 45% of patients survive beyond 5 years.
Drug resistance results from multiple mechanisms, one of which is mediated by one or more of
the ATP-binding cassette (ABC) drug efflux transporters. The two ABC transporters considered
clinically relevant in ovarian cancer are P-glycoprotein (P-gp) and multidrug resistance protein 1
(MRP1). These plasma membrane transporters can efflux an array of solutes from the cell,
including paclitaxel.
Extracellular vesicles (EVs) are a collective term for nano-sized membrane vesicles
released from all mammalian cells that can serve as cell-free vehicles to deliver a variety of
biomolecules to recipient cells. The human ovarian cancer cell lines A2780 and 2008, and their
drug resistant variants, AD645 and 2008/MRP1, which overexpress P-gp and MRP1,
respectively, were used to investigate whether transporter-containing EVs can transfer drug
resistance to sensitive cells. All four cell lines were shown to release EVs isolated by differential
ultracentrifugation (DUC) and size-exclusion chromatography (SEC), as indicated by the
presence of EV markers CD63, CD81, and syntenin-1 in immunoblots of EV extracts. P-gp and
MRP1 were also detected in EV extracts from AD645 and 2008/MRP1 cells, respectively. DUCisolated AD645 EVs appeared toxic to A2780 recipient cells and there was no detectable transfer
of paclitaxel resistance after co-culture. SEC-isolated AD645 EVs were more enriched than
DUC-isolated EVs for CD63, CD81, and syntenin-1, and appeared less toxic to A2780 cells.
However, P-gp was not enriched in SEC-isolated AD645 EVs and there was no detectable
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transfer of paclitaxel resistance or P-gp to A2780 cells. These observations suggest that the
amount of functional P-gp transferred to recipient cells was insufficient to confer detectable
resistance. These studies suggest that although P-gp and MRP1 can be detected in cellular
material consistent with the presence of EVs, additional experiments are needed to optimize
isolation of transporter-enriched EVs and co-culture conditions to detect the transfer of drug
resistance.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Multiple studies have demonstrated that EVs might play an important role in the transfer
of cellular messages, including MDR. These studies provide a rational for this thesis given that
EVs have been shown to be released from ovarian cancer cells and can functionally alter their
recipient cells.
Consequently, I hypothesized that ovarian cancer cell lines expressing functional ABC
transporters (e.g. P-gp or MRP1) can confer MDR through EV-mediated transfer to drug
sensitive recipient cells. To address this hypothesis, the three main objectives of this thesis were
to:
1. Establish and validate the methodology required to isolate large and small EVs using
paired drug sensitive and drug resistant human ovarian cancer cell lines as a model
system, A2780 and 2008.
2. Determine if P-gp or MRP1 is detectable in EVs released from the drug resistant
variants, AD645 or 2008/MRP1, respectively.
3. Evaluate if EVs from the drug resistant AD645 ovarian cancer cell line can transfer
functional drug resistance to its drug sensitive parental cell line, A2780.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
1.1. Ovarian Physiology and Tumourigenesis
The ovaries are fundamental organs of the female reproductive system, housing
developing ova over the course of a woman’s reproductive life. The ovaries are composed of 3
distinct cell types: epithelial, stromal, and germ (Fig. 1) (1). Epithelial cells cover the surface of
the ovary as a single layer and function as a barrier between the adjacent peritoneal cavity and the
ovarian cortex (2). The cortex and ovarian stroma are made up of fibroblasts that surround the
ovarian follicles, which are composed of theca and granulosa cells (3). Theca and granulosa cells
are specialized stromal ovarian cell types that are responsible for hormone production and the
regulation of folliculogenesis (4). Within each follicle is a germ cell, the ovum (4).
Folliculogenesis occurs throughout the course of a woman’s life, cycling through cohorts of
immature ova until a single, mature ovum is released for potential fertilization (4). Ovarian
cancer can arise from any of the aforementioned cell types; however, approximately 90% of
ovarian cancers have an epithelial origin (5,6).
There are multiple subtypes of ovarian cancer for each of the three cell types. Epithelial
tumour histotypes include serous, mucinous, endometrioid, and clear cell carcinomas, each of
which have a morphology that resembles normal epithelium of various female reproductive
tissues (5). Serous carcinomas are characterized by a serous fluid-filled cyst and resemble cells of
the fallopian tube; serous carcinomas are the most common type of epithelial ovarian cancer
(5,7,8). Mucinous carcinomas are characterized by large, multiloculated mucus-filled cysts and
resemble endocervical cells (5,7,8). Endometrioid carcinomas are tumours that resemble
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Figure 1. The main cell types of the human ovary.
Ovarian cancers can arise from any the three main cell subtypes: epithelial, stromal, and germ
(1). A single layer of epithelial cells line the ovary, making up the epithelium (2). The ovary
houses millions of follicles, the majority of which are in a primordial (immature) state, with a
cohort of follicles undergoing folliculogenesis to result in a single, mature follicle prior to
ovulation (4). Each follicle contains a single germ cell, the ovum, and is surrounded by stromal
cells (e.g. granulosa cells, theca cells) (3). In a mature follicle, the ovum is surrounded by
granulosa cells which secrete important growth factors into the surrounding follicular fluid (4).
The outside of the follicle is made up of theca cells and a basal lamina which provides structural
support as well as hormone production and regulation (4).
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endometrial tissue and as such, is often linked to endometriosis (5,7,8). Endometriosis is a
painful, often debilitating disorder where endometrial tissue grows outside of the uterus onto
surrounding tissues such as the fallopian tubes and ovaries, and is associated with a 50% increase
in the risk of developing epithelial ovarian cancer (9). Clear cell carcinomas are also often linked
to endometriosis and are made up of glycogen-containing clear cells and hobnail cells (7,8).
Stromal tumours account for approximately 8% of all ovarian cancers and can originate from
granulosa cells, theca cells, Sertoli cells, and/or Leydig cells; these tumours are all named after
the stromal cell itself (i.e. granulosa cell tumour) (7). Germ cell tumours account for only 3% of
all ovarian cancers and typically develop in pre-menopausal women in their teens or 20’s, in
contrast to epithelial and stromal ovarian cancers, which typically develop peri- and postmenopause (7). Ovarian cancer is further described by tumour grade, the vast majority of which
are high grade serous carcinomas (6).
1.2. Ovarian Tumour Microenvironment
While cancer cells are capable of rapidly dividing and have metastatic potential, the
surrounding cellular environment also plays an important role in disease progression. The tumour
microenvironment of ovarian cancer is unique, as the ascites that develop within the peritoneal
cavity is saturated with soluble factors and other host cells that stimulate metastasis, suppress
immune responses, and promote drug resistance (10). One of the most common sites of
metastasis is the omentum, the double layer of peritoneum and adipose tissue found beneath the
abdominal muscle that extends from the stomach to the transverse colon (11). Cytokines secreted
by adipocytes of the omentum, such as IL-6, IL-8, and CD36, have been shown to stimulate
ovarian cancer cell growth and metastasis to the omentum both in vitro and in murine models
(11,12). Aside from the cancer cells themselves, T cells and macrophages, also termed tumour4

associated macrophages (TAMs), are the most abundant cell types in the ascites (10,13). TAMs
have been shown to release pro-metastatic cytokines such as IL-6 and also play an
immunosuppressive role in the tumour microenvironment (10). TAMs express various ligands
and receptors that can abrogate the anti-cancer immune response; for example, TAMs can
express HLA-G and HLA-E, which bind to the inhibitory leukocyte immunoglobulin-like
receptor, ILT2, and CD94 on T cells and natural killer cells, respectively, inhibiting both from
acting on cancer cells (10,14). Drug resistance in cancer cells may be promoted through a variety
of factors within the ascites. For example, cancer-associated fibroblasts and cancer-associated
adipocytes have been shown to promote paclitaxel chemoresistance in ovarian cancer cells
through the release of miR21, which can target and downregulate apoptotic protease activating
factor 1 (APAF1), attenuating the initiation of apoptosis (15).
1.3. Risk Factors Associated with the Development of Ovarian Cancer
Despite intensive research efforts, the early events of ovarian tumorigenesis are still not
well characterized and multiple models have been suggested. One model, known as the incessant
ovulation hypothesis, suggests that the frequent damage to the ovarian epithelium and the
resulting inflammatory reaction associated with each ovulation cycle can cause genetic damage
that could ultimately lead to cancer (16,17). This model is supported by epidemiological data that
shows when the frequency of ovulation is reduced, by either oral contraceptive use, increased
parity, or breastfeeding, there is a correspondingly reduced risk of developing ovarian cancer
(18–20). Furthermore, it is known that over 80% of egg-laying hens, which ovulate daily,
develop epithelial ovarian cancer within 3-4 years of laying eggs (17). Recent studies have
postulated that a majority of ovarian cancers do not actually originate from ovarian tissue, but
rather from secretory epithelial cells of the distal fallopian tube; however, there is currently no
5

clinical data that has shown a reduction in ovarian cancer risk after salpingectomy (6,21,22).
Other known risk factors for ovarian cancer include mutations in the genes BRCA1 and BRCA2,
which code for proteins involved in cell cycle regulation and homologous recombination (HR)
after a double-stranded DNA break (23). The current insufficient understanding of origin and
early pathogenesis is a major reason for the lack of effective screening and treatment regimens
for women with ovarian cancer today.
1.4. Ovarian Cancer Statistics in Canada
Ovarian cancer is the fifth most common cause of cancer death in Canadian women and
the most lethal gynecologic malignancy (24). The Canadian Cancer Society estimates that there is
a lifetime probability of 1 in 69 that a woman will develop ovarian cancer and a 1 in 100 chance
of her dying from the disease; the 5-year net survival for ovarian cancer in Canada is 44% (24).
However, this survival rate factors in all ovarian cancer cases of various stages. The majority of
ovarian cancers are discovered at stage III or IV, when the tumour has metastasized to the
peritoneum and/or distant organs (25). The relative survival of stage IV ovarian cancers can be as
low as 17% (26). Late-stage diagnosis is largely due to the fact that there are no established nor
effective ovarian cancer-specific screening methods, and symptoms are often extremely vague,
such as bloating and early satiety, which many women and their physicians can overlook (27).
1.5. Primary Treatment of Ovarian Cancer Relapse in Canada
The primary treatment regimen for women with ovarian cancer has changed little in the
past two decades and typically consists of cytoreductive surgery followed by a combination of
carboplatin and paclitaxel chemotherapy (Table 1) (28,29). As there are currently no approved
targeted ovarian cancer treatments, chemotherapeutics that are cytotoxic to all rapidly dividing
cells are commonly utilized. In Canada, hormonal and radiation therapy are seldom used to treat
6

Table 1. Examples of therapies currently offered to ovarian cancer patients in Canada
Therapy
First-line Treatment
Cytoreductive surgery

Paclitaxel (or Docetaxel)
Carboplatin (or Cisplatin)
Second-line Treatment
Etoposide
Doxorubicin
Gemcitabine
Topotecan
Vinorelbine
Targeted Therapy
Bevacizumab

Drug Class

Schedule

N/A

Typically performed before
chemotherapy. A total hysterectomy and
bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy is the
most common surgery (30).
Both drugs are administered on the same
day once every three weeks for up to six
cycles (31).

Taxane
DNA modifier

Podophyllotoxin
Anthracycline
Antimetabolite
Camptothecin
Vinca alkaloid

One second line drug is typically used in
combination with either paclitaxel or
carboplatin (i.e. carboplatin +
doxorubicin every four weeks for up to
six cycles) (31).

VEGF inhibitor

Administered in combination with
carboplatin and paclitaxel every three
weeks for up to six cycles, then followed
by continued use of only bevacizumab
(32,33).
Administered as a single agent for
patients with BRCA mutations after three
or more chemotherapy treatments (32,34).
Administered as a single agent for
patients with BRCA mutations after two
or more chemotherapy treatments (32,35).
Administered in combination with
carboplatin for patients with or without a
BRCA mutation (32,36).
Administered in combination with
platinum-based chemotherapy and
continued as maintenance (32,37,38).

Olaparib

PARP inhibitor

Rucaparib

PARP inhibitor

Niraparib

PARP inhibitor

Cediranib

VEGF inhibitor
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ovarian cancer and are used only in certain circumstances such as for low-grade cancers or if the
patient cannot undergo chemotherapy due to fragility associated with old age or other healthrelated issues (30).
Carboplatin is a platinum-containing agent that forms DNA adducts causing intra- and
inter-strand crosslinks, which are recognized by mismatch repair proteins (e.g. MSH2 and
MLH1), triggering DNA damage responses that can result in apoptosis (39). Carboplatin is an
analog of cisplatin, which was previously used in the primary treatment of ovarian cancer (28).
Carboplatin has long been the preferential platinum agent over cisplatin as it is less nephrotoxic
for most patients, and somewhat less ototoxic and neurotoxic than cisplatin while having
comparable efficacy (40). Paclitaxel is a taxane derivative that was originally believed to induce
apoptosis by stabilizing microtubule formation; however, recently it has been determined that
relevant, intratumoural concentrations of paclitaxel elicit multi-polar spindle formations that
result in cell cycle arrest and death (41,42). Common adverse dose-limiting toxicities of
paclitaxel include neutropenia and peripheral neuropathy (43).
A common chemotherapy regimen consists of up to six cycles of a combination of
paclitaxel and carboplatin every 3 weeks (29). As both paclitaxel and carboplatin are
chemotherapeutics that target all rapidly dividing cells, other normal cells in the body are
affected, resulting in hair loss, gastrointestinal issues, and peripheral neuropathy symptoms that
can persist years after the end of treatment, among other debilitating side effects that often
require medical intervention (44,45).
Unfortunately, up to 80% of patients diagnosed with stage III or IV ovarian cancer relapse
after initial chemotherapy (46). One of the major factors for the recurrence of this disease is the
development of drug resistance. Second line treatment for recurrent disease includes other
8

chemotherapeutics, such as the topoisomerase II-targeting doxorubicin and the topoisomerase Itargeting topotecan (Table 1); however, ultimately, the majority of women succumb to the
disease, and as such, treatment of recurrent drug resistant ovarian cancer often becomes more
focused on extending survival, optimizing quality of life, and palliative care (46).
1.6. Current Advancements in the Treatment of Ovarian Cancer
Other treatments are being studied extensively in hopes of finding a therapeutic agent, or
a combination of agents, that are more effective than the current carboplatin-paclitaxel
chemotherapy, especially with recurrent drug resistant disease (Table 1 and Table 2). In recent
years, the vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) inhibitor bevacizumab and the small
molecule poly(ADP ribose) polyermase (PARP) inhibitors olaparib, rucaparib, and niraparib have
been used in first and second-line treatment with both chemonaïve and chemoresistant patients
(47).
Bevacizumab is a monoclonal antibody (mAb) that targets VEGF, blocking the growth
factor from binding to its receptor on endothelial cells, thus preventing the angiogenesis signaling
cascade (48). Several studies have reported that elevated levels of VEGF have been correlated to
late stage ovarian cancer and poor survival (49,50). In phase III trials where bevacizumab was
used in combination with carboplatin and paclitaxel, progression free survival significantly
increased by 3-4 months, but not overall survival (51,52). The addition of bevacizumab also led
to increased toxic effects, such as hypertension and gastrointestinal wall disruption (51,52).
While bevacizumab is effective at binding and inhibiting VEGF activity, alternative proangiogenic pathways can be utilized in the tumour microenvironment, a phenomenon termed
anti-VEGF escape (53). As such, the benefits of bevacizumab are almost certainly outweighed by
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Table 2. Examples of ongoing clinical trials for ovarian cancer patients in Canada.
Clinical trial (54)

NCT ID

OVC1 (Phase III)

NCT02446600

OVC2 (Phase II/III)

NCT02502266

OV18 (Phase III)

NCT00532194

Objective
Comparing single agent olaparib or olaparib +
cediranib to standard platinum-based
chemotherapy in recurrent, platinum-sensitive
ovarian cancer.
Comparing olaparib + cediranib to cediranib
or olaparib alone, or standard chemotherapy
in recurrent platinum-resistant ovarian cancer.
Comparing concurrent cediranib + platinumbased chemotherapy and concurrent and
maintenance cediranib in platinum-sensitive
ovarian cancer.
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its drawbacks, at least in the current treatment combination with carboplatin and paclitaxel in
first-line treatment as well as for recurrent disease (47).
PARP is a family of proteins that play a key role in DNA damage repair, specifically
single-stranded break (SSB) repair (55). PARP can bind to SSBs and recruit other repair proteins,
such as XRCC1, to process, repair, and ligate the damaged DNA (55). It is estimated that
approximately half of high grade epithelial ovarian cancers have mutations in HR genes, such as
BRCA1 or BRCA2 (56). Thus, ovarian cancers with defective HR pathways rely more heavily on
alternative repair pathways, such as SSB repair (55). PARP inhibitors such as olaparib, rucaparib,
and niraparib prevent PARP from binding to DNA, which leads to a build-up of unrepaired DNA
damage and ultimately, cell death (55). Clinical trials studying PARP inhibitors often administer
the drug in combination with, or after, carboplatin and paclitaxel chemotherapy, and are typically
administered to women who have BRCA1 or BRCA2 mutations (34–36,57). Olaparib is the best
characterized PARP inhibitor for ovarian cancer and has been shown to significantly prolong
progression-free survival by 7 months in patient with BRCA mutations, but did not significantly
prolong overall survival (34,57). Similarly, rucaparib prolonged progression-free survival by up
to 11 months in patients with platinum-sensitive ovarian cancers with a BRCA1/2 mutation or HR
deficiency, but at the time of publication, overall survival data were not mature enough to draw
any conclusions about its efficacy (35). Niraparib has been utilized in patients with platinumsensitive, recurrent ovarian cancer either with or without BRCA1/2 mutations (36). Niraparib
treatment was associated with significantly prolonged progression-free survival for both patients
with BRCA mutations (16 months longer, P <0.001) and patients without any HR gene mutations
(5 months longer, P <0.001) (36). Unfortunately, overall survival data were also not mature
enough for analysis at the time of publication (36). Adverse side effects of PARP inhibitors
11

include gastrointestinal disruption, fatigue, anemia, thrombocytopenia, and neutropenia (34–
36,57). Even with these newer agents used in combination with conventional cytotoxic
chemotherapy, the underlying cause of recurrent disease, i.e. drug resistance, still poses a great
challenge.
1.7. Mechanisms of Drug Resistance in Ovarian Cancer
Drug resistance is a multifactorial phenomenon, arising from various molecular
mechanisms within a cell, either intrinsically present or acquired upon drug exposure. Tumours
are heterogeneous in nature and have high genomic instability (58). These two factors are thought
to largely explain both intrinsic and acquired drug resistance. If even a small subpopulation of
tumour cells are intrinsically resistant to a given drug, or set of drugs, after treatment, those cells
can continue to proliferate, essentially enriching the tumour with multidrug resistant cells (59).
Resistance can be acquired due to chemotherapy-induced changes as cytotoxic drugs are often
mutagenic, with the potential to create a resistant subpopulation. In either case of drug resistance,
there are a multitude of pharmacokinetic, pharmacodynamic, and factors in cell death pathways
downstream of the drug target that can lead to the development of multidrug resistance (MDR)
(59). Reduced drug uptake, increased drug efflux, drug inactivation, and drug target modification,
among others, have all been shown to play a role in MDR (59). Downstream factors vary greatly
depending on the drug and the molecular cascade needed to elicit its toxic effect, and can include
activation of alternative redundant pathways, prosurvival adaptive signals, dysfunctional
apoptosis, and increased DNA repair (59). For example, ovarian cancers with BRCA1/2 mutations
are sensitive to platinum agents that create DNA lesions as the cancer cells are HR deficient;
however, it has been demonstrated that acquired resistance to platinum-containing drugs can
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develop through a secondary mutation that restores BRCA1/2 function, enabling the cancer cell to
repair the damage caused by the platinum-containing drug (60–62).
Increased drug efflux reduces the effective intracellular drug concentration and has been
studied as a mechanism of resistance for decades as it has been shown to be associated with a
multitude of cancers (63). The largest family of transporters to be implicated in cancer drug
resistance is the ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporter family (63).
1.8. ABC Transporters Involved in Multidrug Resistant Cancer
The human ABC transporter family consists of 49 members, the vast majority of which
collectively function to transport a range of solutes, such as lipids, vitamins, amino acids, drugs,
and drug metabolites, across a cellular membrane (64). Almost all ABC transporter proteins are
large, polytopic membrane proteins that, as the name implies, require energy in the form of ATP
to actively transport solutes against a concentration gradient (65). The two basic domains of an
ABC transporter are the polytopic transmembrane domain (TMD) and the cytoplasmic nucleotide
binding domain (NBD) (65). Binding of both ATP and the solute are required to elicit the
conformational changes in both the NBDs and TMDs that allow for efflux of the solute into the
extracellular space; ATP hydrolysis is required to reset the transporter to its original high affinity
state for further solute efflux (65). In mammalian cells, ABC transporters only have an efflux
function whereas prokaryotic ABC transporters can function as both influx and efflux pumps
(65). Human ABC transporters are expressed in a variety of normal cell types and tissues
including the small and large intestine, liver, pancreas, kidney, brain, testes, and the placenta
(66). While most functional ABC transporters efflux substrates or mediate ion flux from the cells
in which they are expressed, relatively few efflux drugs specifically, at least in vivo (67).
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Of the 49 human ABC transporters, only three have shown convincing clinical relevance
in cancer chemoresistance: P-glycoprotein (P-gp) (ABCB1), multidrug resistance protein 1
(MRP1) (ABCC1), and ABCG2, sometimes termed breast cancer resistance protein (BCRP)
(ABCG2) (68–70). Of the aforementioned transporters, elevated protein and/or mRNA levels of
P-gp and MRP1 have been reported in human ovarian tumour samples in studies published
between 1989 and 2015 (71–79). Almost all studies of P-gp utilized ovarian tumour samples
from patients that had previously undergone chemotherapy and demonstrated significant
associations between either P-gp mRNA or protein levels and chemoresistance, recurrent disease,
poor prognosis, and shorter progression-free survival and overall survival (71–75).
All MRP1 studies thus far have utilized ovarian tumour samples from chemonaïve
patients (74,76–79). MRP1 mRNA and/or protein levels were found to be significantly associated
with shorter progression-free and overall survival, chemoresistance, as well as tumour grade
(74,76–79). Only one study analyzed tumour samples for both MRP1 protein and mRNA and
found no correlation between MRP1 mRNA and protein levels, and only protein levels were
significantly correlated with tumour grade and poor overall survival (77). All studies that
involved an analysis of MRP1 protein levels were performed using immunohistochemistry,
which is usually considered semi-quantitative and subjective given that the stain must be
interpreted and scored by a pathologist in addition to antibody variation; in some studies, the
authors did not disclose whether pathologists were blinded or if more than one pathologist scored
the staining (and if so, there was a consensus) (72,74–77). While there was great variation in the
patient sample sizes (ranging from 10 to 129), methods of expression analysis, and conclusions
drawn with respect to associations between expression and chemotherapy outcome, these studies
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suggest that more rigorous investigation of the role of ABC transporters in recurrent, drug
resistant ovarian cancers is warranted (71–79).
1.9. P-glycoprotein and Its Biological Function
P-gp was the first human ABC transporter to be discovered in 1976 in cancer drug
resistant cells and accordingly, the first to be implicated in cancer chemoresistance in 1985 (80–
82). P-gp is a 170 kDa protein found at the apical plasma membrane of normal, polarized cells
(83). It has a typical structure with 12 transmembrane a-helices organized into two TMDs, each
followed by a single NBD (Fig. 2) (83). Extensive biochemical and structural data have
demonstrated that conformational changes occur upon ATP binding, as well as subsequent
hydrolysis, but the precise mechanism by which ATP binding and hydrolysis is coupled to drug
binding and efflux still remains incompletely understood (84,85). P-gp is capable of transporting
a vast array of solutes, upwards of 300 distinct compounds, most of which are hydrophobic,
including common chemotherapeutics such as paclitaxel and doxorubicin (Table 3) (86,87).
Because P-gp substrates are mostly hydrophobic, it has been postulated that at least some of these
substrates partition into the plasma membrane and enter the binding pocket laterally, rather than
from the cytoplasm, and there is some structural evidence to support this mechanism (88–90).
In normal cells and tissues, P-gp functions to limit entry and thus protect sensitive tissues
from xenobiotic compounds and toxins (91). For example, P-gp plays a major protective role at
the blood-brain barrier, restricting some drugs, toxins, and other solutes from crossing into the
brain tissue (92,93). P-gp is also highly expressed in syncytiotrophoblasts of the placenta,
providing some protection for the developing fetus from certain toxins in the mother’s blood
(94). While the protective nature of P-gp in normal cells is crucial for tissue function and health,
it can be detrimental to treatment response and outcome in patients where cancer cells can take
15

Figure 2. Structure and substrate efflux of the ABC transporters P-gp and MRP1.
P-gp (pictured in purple and green) consists of two transmembrane domains (TMDs), each
connected to a nucleotide binding domain (NBD) (pictured in light purple and green) (95). It is
believed that P-gp substrates (SP-gp) can either partition into the plasma membrane (if the
substrate is hydrophobic) and laterally enter a pocket within P-gp, or enter directly through the
cytoplasm (if the substrate is hydrophilic) (88–90). Upon substrate and ATP-binding, the
substrate is effluxed from the cell into the extracellular space. MRP1 (pictured in maroon, red,
and blue) consists of three TMDs, the latter two of which are each connected to a NBD (pictured
in pink and light blue) (95). The majority of MRP1 substrates (SMRP1) are hydrophilic and thus
are likely to enter MRP1 through the cytoplasm (96). Upon substrate and ATP binding, the
substrate is effluxed from the cell into the extracellular space.
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Table 3. Anti-cancer drugs transported by P-gp and MRP1.

P-gp

MRP1

Drug

Drug Class

Daunorubicin (97)
Docetaxel (98)
Doxorubicin (99)
Etoposide (99)
Epirubicin (100)
Imatinib (101,102)
Paclitaxel (99)
Topotecan (103,104)
Vinblastine (99,104)
Vincristine (105)
Camptothecin (106,107)
Daunorubicin (108,109)
Doxorubicin (108,109)
Epirubicin (108)
Etoposide (108)
Melphalan (96)

Anthracycline
Taxane
Anthracycline
Podophyllotoxin
Anthracycline
Tyrosine kinase inhibitor
Taxane
Topoisomerase I inhibitor
Vinca alkaloid
Vinca alkaloid
Topoisomerase I inhibitor
Anthracycline
Anthracycline
Anthracycline
Podophyllotoxin
Alkylating agent (nitrogen
mustard)
Anti-folate
Taxane
Vinca alkaloid
Vinca alkaloid

Methotrexate (96,109)
Paclitaxel (108)
Vinblastine (108)
Vincristine (108)
a

Level of
Resistancea
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low
Low
High
High
Low
High
Low
Low
High

Low level resistance is defined as <10-fold and high level resistance is defined as >10-fold,

when a drug resistant variant is compared to its sensitive, parental cell line.
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advantage of this efflux pump. As such, inhibiting P-gp efflux in cancer cells, while limiting the
effect on normal P-gp-expressing cells, is a challenging task.
1.10. Inhibition of P-glycoprotein in Cancer Patients
Since P-gp was discovered to be involved in MDR, researchers have worked extensively
to develop compounds, or re-purpose existing drugs, that could block this pump and abrogate the
efflux of chemotherapeutics from cancer cells (110). Since 1981, three generations of P-gp
inhibitors have emerged (111,112). First generation inhibitors, such as the anti-dysrhythmic agent
verapamil, are usually P-gp substrates themselves, and consequently, they can compete with
chemotherapeutics for substrate binding by the transporter (112,113). These first generation
inhibitors often led to severe adverse side effects such as congestive heart failure and other
cardiotoxicities (112,113). Many first generation inhibitors were also substrates for other
transporters that were unknown at the time (112). Second generation inhibitors, such as the
cyclosporine A derivative valspodar, were developed for their greater affinity for P-gp and lower
toxicity but were sometimes found to interact with enzymes involved in the metabolism of
chemotherapeutics, such as one or more of the cytochrome P450s (114,115). In some cases, the
inhibitory effect on drug metabolism delayed drug excretion and required that the dose of the
chemotherapeutic administered in combination with valspodor be lowered (115). Third
generations inhibitors, such as tariquidar, were developed based on quantitative structure activity
relationship analyses to more specifically and effectively inhibit P-gp (116,117). Tariquidar is an
anthranilic acid derivative that non-competitively binds P-gp with high affinity and inhibits drug
transport (118). While a phase I trial of tariquidar demonstrated effective P-gp inhibition with
minimal adverse effects, a phase II trial in breast tumours showed limited efficacy in combating
chemoresistance, and two phase III trials (NCT00042315, NCT00042302) were prematurely
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closed due to unacceptably high toxicity to patients (119–121). Currently, the P-gp inhibitor
tetrandrine has been submitted for a privately sponsored phase I clinical trial (NCT03002805) in
combination with doxorubicin in patients with metastatic, doxorubicin-resistant sarcomas
(117,122). The failure of so many previous P-gp inhibitor pre-clinical and clinical trials has been
disappointing and suggests that combatting MDR by direct inhibition of this efflux pump may
have limited success. This is due to a multitude of reasons including the complexity of the
pharmacokinetic interactions, presence of P-gp in important normal tissues, and difficulty in
being consistent in detecting P-gp in human samples (66).
1.11. MRP1 and Its Biological Function
MRP1 was first discovered in 1992 in a multidrug resistant lung cancer cell line (123).
MRP1 is a 190 kDa protein with a typical ABC transporter structure (124). Thus, it contains 17
transmembrane a-helices organized into three TMDs, with the second and third each connected
to one of its two NBDs (Fig. 2) (124). MRP1 is structurally and functionally distinct from P-gp,
sharing only approximately 19% amino acid sequence homology (124). Similar to P-gp, MRP1 is
normally present in cells at tissue interfaces, such as the brain-cerebrospinal fluid barrier and the
blood-testis barrier, offering protection from certain cytotoxic and other xenobiotic substances
(124,125). However, unlike P-gp’s localization to the apical membrane, MRP1 is almost always
found on the basolateral membrane of polarized cells (124,125).
MRP1 has a broad substrate specificity, transporting an array of organic anion metabolites
such as leukotriene C4, bilirubin (and its glucuronide conjugates), the conjugated bile salt
sulfatolithocholate, and folic acid, as well as a range of hydrophobic drugs and hydrophilic
glutathione (GSH), glucuronide, and sulfate conjugated drug metabolites (Table 3) (96,126).
MRP1 is unique in that some hydrophobic drugs, such as vincristine and daunorubicin, require
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only the presence of GSH, rather than its conjugation, to enable co-transport of the drug substrate
across the membrane (127,128). Both MRP1 and P-gp are considered to be promiscuous
transporters and there is some substrate (drug) overlap between them (96,129). Notably, both
MRP1 and P-gp can efflux doxorubicin and paclitaxel, which are both used to treat ovarian
cancer, although P-gp confers a substantially greater level of resistance to paclitaxel (96,130). In
contrast, there is no convincing evidence that either transporter can efflux carboplatin or other
platinum-containing drug (96,130).
1.12. Intercellular Transfer of Drug Resistance
As mentioned previously, ovarian cancer is often diagnosed after it has metastasized, and
as such, the proportion of drug resistant cells at each metastatic site will be a major factor in
determining chemotherapy outcome and overall survival. MDR, whether present intrinsically or
acquired after treatment, not only affects the resistant cancer cell itself, but has the potential to
spread resistance factors and elicit change in neighbouring, sensitive cells. For years, researchers
have reported on the phenomenon of intercellular drug resistance transfer when sensitive cells are
co-cultured with multidrug resistant cells (e.g., colchicine-, melphalan-, and doxorubicinresistant) in vitro (131,132). There are multiple mechanisms of cell-cell communication that
could allow for the transfer of resistance factors, such as gap junctions, cytoplasmic bridges, or
the secretion and uptake of soluble factors (133,134). In more recent years, an additional
mechanism of intercellular communication has emerged, mediated by membrane particles that
are packaged and released from cells, termed extracellular vesicles (EVs). While the existence of
EVs was initially viewed with skepticism and considered by many to be a waste removal process,
there is now a large body of convincing evidence that has shown that these vesicles are capable of
transferring biological cargo to recipient cells and eliciting a response from those cells (135–
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138). EVs also play an important role in normal biological functions, such as stem cell
maintenance (139–141). Thus, embryonic stem cells have been reported to release EVs
containing mRNA encoding pluripotent transcription factors that can reprogram recipient
hematopoietic progenitor cells, increasing their pluripotency (139–141).
1.13. Extracellular Vesicle Biogenesis and Release
EV is a general term applied to a set of heterogeneous membrane vesicles that is further
classified into exosomes, microvesicles, and apoptotic bodies, based on size and subcellular
origin (142). Exosomes are the smallest in size, typically ranging from 35-100 nm in diameter
(143). Exosomes are formed by the inward budding of endosomes, which are then termed multivesicular bodies (MVBs) (143). The MVBs are able to evade lysosomal degradation and fuse
with the plasma membrane, releasing all the vesicles into the extracellular space (Fig. 3) (143).
Microvesicles are slightly larger than exosomes, ranging from 100-1000 nm in diameter, and
form by directly budding from the plasma membrane (Fig. 3) (144). Finally, apoptotic bodies are
the largest of the EVs, usually varying between 1 and 5 µm (142). Apoptotic bodies are released
from cells undergoing apoptosis and contain an assortment of all cellular components, unlike
exosomes and microvesicles which contain only a sub-set of cell-characteristic cargo for release
(145). For the remainder of this thesis, EVs will refer to only exosomes and microvesicles.
EVs can contain protein, nucleic acid species (including DNA fragments and microRNA),
carbohydrates, and lipids (146–149). EVs from murine and human mast cells contain mRNAs
from upwards of 1300 genes as well as microRNAs (147,150). These different RNA species can
be transferred to recipient cells and translated into functional protein (mRNA) or suppress
translation of transcripts (microRNA) in the recipient cells (147,150). Double-stranded DNA
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Figure 3. The biogenesis and uptake of extracellular vesicles (EVs).
EVs can be categorized as either exosomes or microvesicles (144). Exosomes are formed by the inward budding of early endosomes. An
endosome with multiple vesicles inside is termed a multi-vesicular body (MVB). When the MVB fuses to the plasma membrane, the
vesicles inside and released into the extracellular environment and thus termed exosomes. Exosomes are 35-100 nm in diameter.
Microvesicles are formed by the direct budding of the plasma membrane and range in diameter from 100-1000 nm. Both exosomes and
microvesicles carry a distinct subset of cargo from the donor cell and can be internalized by recipient cells through a variety of mechanisms
(i.e. clathrin-mediated endocytosis, phagocytosis, membrane fusion, among others) (151). Upon internalization, the EV cargo (i.e. RNA
species, proteins, DNA, lipids, and carbohydrates) is capable of altering the phenotype of the recipient cell.
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found in EVs include fragments that span the entire nuclear genome in an unbiased manner (148).
The cargo within or associated with an EV is dependent on the host cell from which it is released;
however, EV cargo is not simply proportional to the relative amount of that cargo found within
the cell, indicating that EVs are differentially loaded with specific cargo for intercellular
communication and that EV content is highly regulated (142). For example, EVs are generally
enriched in certain cytoskeletal, endosomal, cytosolic, and plasma membrane proteins, rather than
intracellular organelle proteins (142). The cargo found in EVs not only depends on the donor cell
type and biogenesis location, but can also be influenced by the surrounding cellular environment
(i.e. apoptosis, autophagy and oxygen levels) and how that environment affects EV packaging
and release although the exact effects remain incompletely understood (142).
1.14. Isolation of EVs from Biofluids
It is generally held that there are currently no methods of isolation that can be guaranteed
to completely separate exosomes and microvesicles, and as such, it has been recommended to
refer to all isolated vesicles as EVs (152,153). As the EV field has grown, the International
Society for Extracellular Vesicles (ISEV) have published several authoritative position papers
outlining stringent guidelines for isolating and characterizing EVs (142,152–155). One of the
most common methods of confirming the isolation of EVs is immunoblotting to probe for the
presence of selected proteins known to be enriched in EVs via rigorous proteomic analyses (155).
These EV marker proteins include CD9, CD63, CD81, syntenin-1, TSG101, and flotillin-1,
whose presence can be used to confirm that EVs have been isolated or enriched from a sample
(155). Other highly recommended characterization experiments includes nanoparticle tracking
analysis (NTA) of isolated EVs to determine the size of individual vesicles and their
concentration in solution to provide an indication of the heterogeneity of the EVs (152,153).
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Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is also recommended to visualize single vesicle
structure and size for the same reason (152,153).
According to the above criteria, EVs have been identified in all human biofluids studied
to date, including blood, saliva, urine, cerebrospinal fluid, ovarian follicular fluid, and ascites, as
well as conditioned cell culture media (156–161,154). Because EVs are membranous particles,
with a lipid bilayer membrane structure similar to the plasma membrane (microvesicles) or
endosomal membrane (exosomes) from which it was derived, the cargo is protected from
potential degradation (142). This allows EVs to travel more efficiently throughout a biological
system and deliver the messages embedded in their cargo to nearby and distant tissues.
1.15. EV Uptake by Recipient Cells
Of the many unknowns in the EV field, one that has long puzzled researchers is how these
vesicles travel to their target recipient cells. Recent studies have examined the distribution,
uptake, and clearance of EVs in murine models using bioluminescent- and fluorescent-labelling
of EVs to allow researchers to track intravenously injected EVs throughout the system (162–
164). In one study, melanoma cell-derived EVs were cleared from the blood within 2 min of
injection and then localized to the liver and lungs within 10 min, and 4 h later, were only present
in the lungs (162). Another study visualized the distribution of EVs derived from human
embryonic kidney (HEK) cells, and found that the EVs localized to the spleen, liver, lungs, and
kidneys and remained in the blood for up to 6 h (163). EVs localized to tumours within 60 min
after intravenous injection, demonstrating that EVs can be delivered to tumours through systemic
administration (163).
The process by which EVs are taken up by recipient cells is complex and far from fully
understood. Multiple mechanisms of uptake have been observed to occur, dependent on donor
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cell type, EV composition, and recipient cell type (Fig. 3) (151). Pathways shown to be involved
in EV uptake by recipient cells include clathrin-mediated endocytosis, lipid raft-mediated
endocytosis, caveolin-mediated endocytosis, phagocytosis, micropinocytosis, and membrane
fusion (151). Internalization of EVs by recipient cells has been reported to be rapid, in some
cases occurring within 15 min of exposure in vitro (151,165). In ovarian cancer cells,
internalization in vitro can be inhibited by treating the EVs with proteinase K, supporting the
notion that a protein interaction between the EV and recipient cell is necessary for internalization
(166). The well-established EV markers CD9, CD63, and CD81 are tetraspanin membrane
proteins that are postulated to play a role in the binding of EVs to recipient cells, which is
consistent with their demonstrated role in adhesion for viral entry and in oocyte-spermatozoa
interactions (151,167,168). Because EVs contain donor cell-specific cargo, it is reasonable to
postulate that internalization may be target cell-specific. Some studies have shown that EVs can
be internalized by multiple different cell types, while others have demonstrated that only a select
subset of cells are capable of EV uptake (151,169,170). For example, monocyte-derived dendritic
cells were only able to internalize EVs isolated from human breast milk, but not EVs isolated
from plasma of the same patient (170). It was determined that an interaction between dendritic
cell-specific intercellular adhesion molecule-3-grabbing non-integrin (DC-SIGN) and the mucin
glycoprotein, MUC1, was necessary for internalization, and any EVs lacking MUC1 were unable
to enter the cell (170). Since the exact mechanism of EV uptake is dependent on both the donor
and recipient cell type, it is likely that a single recipient cell can use different mechanisms of
internalization based on the donor and/or recipient cell-type and the protein/lipid profile of the
EV (151).
1.16. Extracellular Vesicles in Cancer Progression
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EVs have been implicated as having a role in the pathophysiology of various diseases,
including cancer (137,171,172). Furthermore, EVs released by cancer cells are currently being
investigated for their potential usefulness as prognostic or diagnostic biomarkers as well as to
better understand disease progression, metastasis, and treatment response (137,171,172). For
example, pancreatic cancer cell-derived EVs have been reported to play a crucial role in
establishing a “pre-metastatic niche” in the liver, and are postulated to effectively prime the organ
for metastasis (173). Pancreatic cancer cell-derived EVs were found to be selectively internalized
by Kupffer cells after retro-orbital injection of the EVs in mice, and this was associated with a
stimulation of liver fibrosis through upregulation of TGF-b and fibronectin (173). Subsequently,
this was determined to be caused by macrophage migration inhibitor factor (MIF) delivered by
the EVs to the liver cells (173). Pancreatic cancer cell-derived EVs circulating in the blood may
also prove to be an important diagnostic tool for early detection. Thus, glypican-1, a cell surface
proteoglycan overexpressed in pancreatic cancer, was found to be enriched in EVs released from
pancreatic cancer cells into the blood (174). By probing for this proteoglycan, researchers
reported that they could distinguish with 100% certainty between early and late stage pancreatic
cancer, benign pancreatic disease, and healthy individuals (174,175). If validated, these findings
could prove to be useful in developing a powerful diagnostic or prognostic non-invasive test for
pancreatic cancer given that glypican-1-containing EVs can be identified and isolated from all
other EVs in the serum (174).
Multiple studies have suggested that EVs play a role in ovarian cancer progression (176–
180). For example, matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) have been associated with ovarian cancer
EVs and implicated in mediating metastasis (177,179,180). EVs isolated from ovarian tumour
ascites has been shown to contain MMP-1 mRNA and functional MT1-MMP, MMP-2, and
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MMP-9 protein (177,179,180). EVs that contained MMP-1 mRNA induced apoptosis after
internalization by human mesothelial cells in vitro and mouse mesothelial cells of the peritoneal
mesothelium barrier in vivo, supporting a role for these EVs in peritoneal dissemination and
cancer progression (177). However, although Clancy et al. assessed MT1-MMP degradation
functionality, they did not investigate the transfer of these proteins to recipient cells (179).
Moreover, while MMP-2 and MMP-9 functionality was assessed after EV-mediated transfer of
these proteins in vitro, the physical transfer of MMP-2 and MMP-9 was not confirmed (180).
Thus, further investigation is necessary before the observed increase in invasion can be attributed
to the transfer of these proteins (180).
1.17. EV-Mediated Transfer of P-gp and MRP1 in Drug Resistant Cancer
An assortment of EV cargo has been shown to affect drug response in recipient cells upon
delivery (181). Drug resistant cancer cells have been reported to release EVs that contain ABC
transporters, as well as factors that regulate ABC transporter expression or activity
(132,182,183). They have also been shown to release EVs containing RNA species (mRNA,
miRNA, lncRNA) associated with drug resistance pathways or related to a drug target (15,184).
Both P-gp and MRP1 have been found in EVs released from various multidrug resistant cells and
have been associated with the transfer of functional resistance to sensitive, recipient cells;
however, many of these studies lack appropriate validation experiments and appropriate controls
as described in Section 1.14 (132,182,185–187).
Levchenko et al. reported that P-gp, as detected by quantitative fluorescence flow
cytometry, could be transferred from colchicine-resistant neuroblastoma cells to sensitive cells by
incubating the sensitive cells with conditioned medium from the resistant cell line (132). The
authors suggested that large EVs (≥0.8 µm in diameter) may play a role in the transfer of P-gp
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because when the conditioned medium was passed through a 0.8 µm filter, no P-gp was
transferred to the sensitive cells (132). Unfortunately, EVs were not isolated by standard methods
nor were they characterized in this study so their role in transferring resistance remains simply
speculation (132).
Bebawy et al. described the EV-mediated transfer of P-gp from drug resistant to drug
sensitive acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) cells (185). In this study, EVs were isolated using
standard ultracentrifugation methods but none of the standard confirmation experiments were
performed (i.e. immunoblotting for EV markers, single vesicle visualization by TEM or NTA)
(185). Another technical shortcoming of this study was that the cell culture medium used was
apparently not first depleted of bovine EVs found in fetal bovine serum (FBS) (185). Since EV
isolation by centrifugation is solely based on particle size and sedimentation rate, bovine EVs
would be included with the EVs released by the cultured cancer cells (185,154). EV binding to
recipient cells was visualized using the lipophilic PKH26 dye, which indicated successful
internalization of drug resistant EVs by sensitive cells (185). Transfer of functional drug
resistance was determined by accumulation assays of the fluorescent substrates daunorubicin and
rhodamine 123, but the physical transfer of P-gp itself was not assessed (i.e. by immunoblotting
EV-exposed recipient cells for P-gp) (185).
Corcoran et al. assessed the EV-mediated transfer of docetaxel and doxorubicin resistance
in prostate cancer cell lines (186). This study utilized EV-depleted FBS before collecting EVs in
culture and also verified the isolation of EVs by TEM and immunoblotting for the EV markers
Alix and TSG-101 (186). EVs derived from drug resistant variants of prostate cancer cell lines
(DU145 and 22Rv1) conferred docetaxel resistance to sensitive, parental recipient cells although
recipient cells were not assessed for the presence of P-gp (or other transporters) to confirm if the
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transporter mediated the acquired resistance (186). EVs were also isolated from the serum of
prostate cancer patients and then co-cultured with sensitive DU145 and 22Rv1 cells (186). EVs
from chemotherapy non-responders were reported to increase the docetaxel resistance of recipient
cells although a full quantitative characterization of the chemoresistance was lacking since
recipient cells were only exposed to a single docetaxel concentration (186).
Although less studied than P-gp, there are a few in vitro studies that have investigated the
transfer of MRP1, and subsequent MDR, via EVs (182,187). Lu et al. were the first to report the
EV-mediated transfer of MRP1 between epirubicin-resistant and sensitive ALL cell lines (182).
However, their study lacked important EV validation experiments and did not deplete the
medium of bovine-derived EVs prior to culture (182). Furthermore, although the drug resistant
ALL cell line was selected in epirubicin, MRP1 function was assessed using a calcein-AM dye
efflux assay (182). This study would have benefited from investigating functional drug efflux by
performing cytotoxicity assays with epirubicin, or another MRP1 drug substrate. More
importantly, Lu et al. did not confirm the physical transfer of MRP1 protein, only a change in
calcein accumulation in recipient cells (182). However, MRP1 mRNA was found in the drug
resistant-derived EVs which was associated with a 2-fold increase in MRP1 mRNA in recipient
cells (182). This study would have benefited from a more rigorous test of MRP1 functionality
and physical presence after transfer.
Bouvy et al. also reported the EV-mediated transfer of chemoresistance between MRP1overexpressing, daunorubicin-resistant and sensitive ALL cell lines (187). Unfortunately, bovine
EVs from the culture medium were not depleted in this study nor was EV isolation validated
according to the established guidelines (Section 1.14) (187). The uptake of drug resistant-derived
EVs by sensitive, recipient cells was visualized using the marker dye PKH67, and after uptake,
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cytotoxicity dose-response curves showed that recipient cells displayed a significant increase in
survival after exposure to daunorubicin (187). Unfortunately, neither the drug resistant cell lines,
nor the EVs, nor the recipient cells after EV exposure were probed to confirm the presence of
MRP1; only functional daunorubicin resistance was assessed based on the unvalidated
assumption that any increase in resistance was due to EV-mediated MRP1 transfer (187). These
authors also examined the microRNA profile of the drug resistant ALL-derived EVs and found
that two, miR-19b and miR-20a, were more than 4-fold higher in the EVs derived from drug
resistant cells compared to the EVs derived from sensitive cells (187). Unfortunately, these
microRNAs were not analyzed in the context of the recipient cells or the role they might play in
chemoresistance (187).
1.18. EV-Mediated Transfer of P-gp and MRP1 in Drug Resistant Ovarian Cancer
Relative to other tumour types, there have been a limited number of investigations of EVmediated transfer of drug resistance in ovarian cancer cells (15,188–191). Nevertheless,
observations from these studies align with much of the work done in other cancer types in that
transfer of drug resistance can be mediated by EVs (15,188–191). Yin et al. observed in a study
of 50 ovarian cancer patients that those patients with cisplatin-resistant tumours had significantly
higher (2-fold) serum levels of annexin A3 than patients with platinum-sensitive tumours (191).
Furthermore, downregulation of annexin A3 expression, via antisense annexin A3 transfection,
resulted in fewer vesicles formed by the ovarian cancer cell lines SKOV3 and A2780, as
visualized by TEM (191). Unfortunately, no further proteomic or transcriptomic analyses were
performed on EVs released by the ovarian cancer cell lines nor EVs isolated from the serum of
ovarian cancer patients (191). The authors concluded that annexin A3 may be a potential
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biomarker for resistance to platinum-containing drugs, although no mechanism of resistance was
proposed (191).
The first study to explore EV-mediated drug resistance transfer in ovarian cancer cell
lines reported that the transfer of P-gp from paclitaxel-resistant ovarian cancer cells to sensitive
cells led to a 5-fold increase in both paclitaxel and doxorubicin resistance (190). Zhang et al.
observed through TEM that drug resistant cells released more vesicles, budding from the plasma
membrane, than their sensitive counterparts (190). EVs were isolated by ultracentrifugation, but
unfortunately, were not further biochemically or biophysically characterized as per the
established guidelines (Section 1.14) (190). Moreover, the authors did not deplete FBS of bovine
EVs prior to culture (190). Nevertheless, P-gp was detected in both the drug resistant cells and
their EVs, but not the sensitive cells via flow cytometry (190). P-gp was shown to be transferred
to sensitive, recipient cells after co-culture via flow cytometry and the signal intensity for P-gp in
recipient cells approached that of the drug resistant cells (190). Functional chemoresistance was
analyzed using a colourimetric (MTT) cytotoxicity assay and recipient cells were found to gain a
5-fold level of resistance to both paclitaxel and doxorubicin (190). An interesting observation not
discussed in this study related to their measurements of doxorubicin accumulation (190). Taking
advantage of doxorubicin’s intrinsic fluorescence, Zhang et al. utilized confocal microscopy after
doxorubicin exposure to visualize its accumulation and localization within the cell (190,192).
Doxorubicin fluorescence was only seen in the nucleus of sensitive cells; however, fluorescence
was seen distributed throughout the cytoplasm, but not the nucleus, of resistant cells (190). The
authors did not address the fact that P-gp localized to the plasma membrane, not the nucleus, and
that doxorubicin efflux from the cell was not quantified (190).
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More recent studies focusing on EV-mediated transfer of paclitaxel, cisplatin, and/or
carboplatin resistance in ovarian cancer cells have either reported that miRNAs are involved (e.g.
miR21, discussed in Section 1.2) or have not determined the nature of the EV cargo conferring
the resistance (15,188,189). Consequently, further investigation in this developing field of
research is needed to fully understand the intercellular communications between drug resistant
and drug sensitive cells.
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Chapter 3
Materials and Methods
3.1. Cell Lines
The human ovarian carcinoma cell line A2780 and its doxorubicin-selected multidrug
resistant variant A2780-AD645 (hereafter referred to as AD645) were obtained by the Cole lab in
1982 from Dr. R. Ozols (formerly of the National Cancer Institute, Bethesda, MD, USA) (193).
The A2780 cell line was derived from the tumour tissue of an untreated patient with serous
epithelial ovarian cancer with omental metastasis (194). AD645 was exposed monthly to 0.4 µM
doxorubicin (15007, Cayman Chemical) for 48 h to select for cells that retained drug resistance,
which ensured a fully drug resistant cell population in culture. The human ovarian cystic
adenocarcinoma cell line 2008 and its MRP1-transfected multidrug resistant variant 2008/MRP1
were provided by Dr. G. Jansen (Netherlands Cancer Institute, Amsterdam, NL) (195). All cell
lines were routinely maintained in RPMI 1640 medium (R8758, Sigma-Aldrich) supplemented
with 10% (v/v) FBS (97068-085, VWR). Cells were incubated at 37 °C in a humidified 5%
CO2/95% air atmosphere.
3.2. Measurement of Cytotoxicity
The drug sensitivity of the human ovarian cancer cell lines was measured using an SRB
assay (196) and modified as follows: cells were plated in quadruplicate in RPMI 1640/10% FBS
at a density of 2.5 or 5.0 x 103 cells per well in a 96-well plate (83.3924.500, Sarstedt) and
incubated for 24 h at 37 °C. Cells were then exposed to a range of concentrations of doxorubicin
(15007, Cayman Chemical), paclitaxel (10641, Cayman Chemical), or carboplatin (13112,
Cayman Chemical). Doxorubicin and carboplatin were dissolved in RPMI medium, and
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paclitaxel was dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and then further diluted as needed in
medium. Controls included wells with vehicle alone (medium or DMSO) added to the cells, with
the latter at v/v% of the highest paclitaxel concentration. After 48 h of drug exposure, the
medium was removed and cells were fixed by adding 10% aqueous trichloroacetic acid for 30
min at 4 °C. After removing the trichloroacetic acid, fixed cells were stained by addition of
aqueous 0.075% SRB for 15 min at room temperature. Excess SRB solution was removed by
washing with 1% acetic acid. The remaining dye was solubilized by addition of 10 mM Tris, pH
10.5, and the absorbance was measured immediately at 570 nm (A570 nm) using an ELx800
microplate reader (Biotek Instruments, Inc). Dose-response curves were created and IC50 values
determined using GraphPad Prism 7™ (GraphPad Software, Inc.). A paired t-test was used to
determine statistical differences in IC50 values, and P values < 0.05 were considered significant.
3.3. Indirect Immunofluorescence Confocal Microscopy
To confirm the cellular localization of P-gp, A2780 and AD645 cells were examined by
indirect immunofluorescence confocal laser scanning microscopy. Cells were seeded onto glass
cover slips within 6-well plates (140685, ThermoFisher) at a density of 1.8 x 105 cells per well.
After 72 h, RPMI 1640/10% FBS medium was removed and cells were fixed with freshly
prepared 4% paraformaldehyde for 15 min at room temperature. Cells were blocked and
simultaneously permeabilized by adding a solution of 1% bovine serum albumin (BSA) (A6003,
Sigma-Aldrich) and 0.1% Triton X-100 (T8787, Sigma-Aldrich) in phosphate-buffered saline
(PBS) for 1 h at room temperature. Cells were incubated with anti-P-gp (D-11) mouse
monoclonal antibody (mAb) (sc-55510, Santa Cruz Biotechnology) diluted 1:100 in 4% (w/v)
skim milk/Tris-buffered saline (10 mM Tris, 0.15 M NaCl, pH 7.5) + 0.05% Tween 20 (TBS-T),
overnight at 4 °C. Cover slips were washed with 1% BSA in PBS and subsequently incubated
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with goat anti-mouse IgG Alexa Fluor 488® (A11029, ThermoFisher) diluted 1:300 for 1 h at
room temperature. Cell nuclei were counterstained with 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI)
(D9542, Sigma-Aldrich) diluted 1:10,000 in 4% skim milk/TBS-T for 10 min at room
temperature. The cover slips were mounted onto glass slides with SlowFade™ Gold Antifade
Mountant (S36936, Life Technologies) and stored at 4 °C, protected from light until image
analysis. Fluorescence was visualized using a confocal microscope (Quorum Wave FX Spinning
Disc Confocal Microscope, Quorum Technologies) at Queen’s University Biomedical Imaging
Centre. Captured images were analyzed using MetaMorph® Microscopy Automation & Image
Analysis Software (Molecular Devices LLC).
3.4. Preparation of Membrane-Enriched Fractions of Human Ovarian Cancer Cells
To prepare membrane-enriched fractions for immunoblotting, the protocol of Almquist et
al. and was followed with minor modifications (197). Briefly, cells were lysed in a hypotonic,
detergent-free buffer (10 mM Tris, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 10 mM KCl, 1 mM EDTA) at 4 °C and
subsequently disrupted by sonication (60 Sonic Dismembrator, Fisher Scientific). The cell
suspension was kept cold on ice and sonicated twice at 6 W for 10 s, with a 30 s pause in between
sonication pulses. Unbroken cells and other debris were removed by centrifugation at 800 x g for
15 min at 4 °C. The membrane-containing supernatant was then centrifuged at 100,000 x g for 20
min at 4 °C. The pellet containing membranes was then resuspended in solubilization buffer (10
mM Tris, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 0.5% sodium deoxycholate, 0.1% SDS, 1% Triton X100) and stored at -80 °C until needed.
3.5. Isolation of EVs from Human Ovarian Cancer Cell Lines
Methods for culturing cells for EV isolation, as well as subsequent EV isolation and
processing, were based on those reported by Théry et al. (154). EV-free medium was first
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obtained by centrifuging FBS at 100,000 x g for 16 h at 4 °C. The EV-depleted FBS was then
added (10% v/v) to RPMI 1640 medium, hereafter termed EV-free medium. Cells were seeded in
T175 flasks (83.3912.002, Sarstedt) in regular RPMI/10% FBS. At approximately 70%
confluence, cells were gently washed twice with PBS, and then EV-free medium was added to
the cells. After 24 h, the medium was collected and aliquoted into 50 mL polypropylene tubes
(62.547.004, Sarstedt) and centrifuged at 300 x g for 10 min at 4 °C, followed by centrifugation
at 4,000 x g for 15 min at 4 °C. The pellet containing dead cells and large cell debris was
discarded. Approximately 110 mL of supernatant were transferred to each of two Centricon Plus70 10,000 NMWL Centrifugal Filter Units (UFC701008, EMD Millipore) and centrifuged at
3,500 x g for 1 h at 4 °C. The concentrates (approximately 1 mL per filter unit) were recovered
by inverting the filter units and then centrifuging at 1,000 x g for 3 min at 4 °C. To isolate EVs,
the concentrated conditioned media then underwent either differential ultracentrifugation (DUC)
(Section 3.6) or size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) (Section 3.7).
3.6. Isolation of EVs By Differential Ultracentrifugation
To isolate EVs by DUC, concentrated conditioned medium was aliquoted into 3.5 mL
polycarbonate tubes and centrifuged at 20,000 x g for 30 min at 4 °C. The supernatants were
transferred to fresh polycarbonate tubes and centrifuged at 100,000 x g for 90 min at 4 °C,
whereas the 20,000 x g pellets were resuspended in 1 mL cold PBS and centrifuged again at
20,000 x g for 30 min at 4 °C. The 100,000 x g pellets were also resuspended in 1 mL cold PBS
and re-centrifuged at 100,000 x g for 90 min at 4 °C. The pellets were stored at -80 °C until
further use.
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3.7. Isolation of EVs by Size-Exclusion Chromatography
To isolate EVs by SEC, the qEVoriginal (IZON Science, Oxford, UK) was used
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, the Sepharose™ column was washed with
10 mL PBS before adding 1-2 mL of concentrated conditioned medium. Nine eluate fractions of
500 µL each were collected. Fractions 6, 7, 8, and 9 were analyzed for the presence of the EV
markers CD63, CD81, and syntenin-1 by immunoblotting (Section 3.8). Fractions 8 and 9 were
concentrated to a final volume of 50 µL using Amicon Ultra-0.5 mL 10,000 NMWL Centrifugal
Filters (UFC501008, EMD Millipore) by centrifuging at 14,000 x g for 20 min at 4 °C and the
concentrate recovered by centrifuging at 1,000 x g for 3 min at 4 °C. The concentrated EV
solution was then stored at -80 °C until needed.
3.8. Immunoblotting
Whole cell, membrane-enriched, and EV extracts were probed for the presence of proteins
of interest by immunoblotting. Protein extracts were prepared by suspending whole cells,
membrane-enriched preparations (Section 3.4), or EVs (Sections 3.6, 3.7) in solubilization buffer
(Section 3.4) with 8 M urea. Protein concentrations were determined using the Pierce™ BCA
assay (23225, ThermoFisher) and values interpolated from a BSA standard curve. The protein
extracts were incubated in 1X Laemmli buffer (final concentration 0.2 M Tris-HCl, 2% SDS,
0.02% bromophenol blue, 10% glycerol ± 5% 2-mercaptoethanol) for 20 min at room
temperature and then loaded onto freshly prepared gradient SDS-polyacrylamide gels (4%
stacking gel, 4-15% resolving gel) (198). The proteins were electrophoretically separated at 100
V for 15 min and then 120 V for 70 min, and subsequently transferred to a 0.2 µm pore size
polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) membrane (ISEQ00010, Millipore) at 400 mA at 4 °C using a
wet transfer protocol (199). Membranes were blocked in 4% (w/v) skim milk/TBS-T for 1 h at 20
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°C and then probed with the following primary antibodies (diluted in 4% (w/v) skim milk/TBST), overnight, with rocking, at 4 °C: anti-P-gp mouse mAb (D-11) diluted 1:500, anti-MRP1
mouse mAb (QCRL-1) diluted 1:10,000 (200), anti-Na+/K+-ATPase mouse mAb (H-3) diluted
1:2500 (sc-48345, Santa Cruz), anti-CD63 mouse mAb (H5C6) diluted 1:500 (556019, BD
Biosciences), anti-syntenin-1 rabbit mAb (EPR8102) diluted 1:2500 (ab133267, Abcam), antiCD81 mouse mAb (B-11) diluted 1:500 (sc-166029, Santa Cruz), anti-GAPDH mouse mAb (H12) diluted 1:1000 (sc-166574, Santa Cruz), and/or anti-cytochrome C rabbit mAb (D18C7)
diluted 1:1000 (11940, Cell Signaling Technology). After primary antibody incubation, the
membranes were washed three times with TBS-T. Secondary antibodies were diluted 1:10,000
4% (w/v) skim milk/TBS-T and incubated with membranes for 1 h at 4 °C with either goat antimouse IgG horseradish peroxidase (HRPase) conjugate (31430, ThermoFisher) or goat antirabbit IgG HRPase conjugate (CLAS10-667, Cedarlane). Membranes were washed again three
times with TBS-T and then incubated in Western Lightning Plus-ECL (NEL105001EA,
PerkinElmer) for 1 min. Chemiluminescence was detected using HyBlot CL autoradiography
film (DV-E3018, Harvard Apparatus Canada) exposed for various time periods.
3.9. Deglycosylation of EV Extracts by PNGase F Digestion
To investigate if, as suspected, the broad band on immunoblots probed with anti-CD63
mAb was due to variable glycosylation, EV protein extracts were treated with PNGase F
(P0704S, New England BioLabs) to remove N-glycans. According to the supplier’s instructions,
5 µg of solubilized EV protein was first denatured at 90 °C for 10 min. PNGase F (1000 U) was
then added with 1% NP40 and 5 mM GlycoBuffer 2. The reaction mix was then incubated at 37
°C for 60 min after which it was immediately processed for SDS-polyacrylamide gel
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electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE), without the addition of 2-mercaptoethanol, and immunoblotting, as
described in Section 3.8.
3.10. Co-Culture of AD645-Derived EVs with A2780 Cells
To determine the effect of AD645-derived EVs on the drug sensitivity of A2780 cells,
A2780 cells were seeded onto 96-well plates in duplicate, at a density of 2.0 x 104 cells per well,
and incubated for 10 h at 37 °C in EV-free medium. Immediately prior to addition to the cells,
AD645 EVs were thawed from -80 °C on ice and resuspended in pre-warmed EV-free medium.
A pre-determined amount (µg protein) of EVs was added to each well (described in the figure
legends). After the addition of EVs and incubation for a further 4-12 h, paclitaxel was added to
the cells at concentrations ranging from 1-100 nM. Control wells were exposed to 0.26% DMSO
in EV-free medium that was equivalent to the concentration of DMSO in the wells containing the
highest paclitaxel concentration. The plates were further incubated for 48 h, and cell viability
assessed using the SRB assay, as described above in Section 3.2.
To determine if the P-gp present in AD645-derived EVs was physically transferred to
A2780 recipient cells, A2780 cells were seeded onto a 6-well plate at a density of 1.8 x 105 cells
per well and incubated for 10 h at 37 °C. A2780-AD645 EVs were thawed from -80 °C on ice,
concentrated using Amicon Ultra-0.5 mL 10,000 NMWL Centrifugal Filters (UFC501008, EMD
Millipore) (Section 3.7), and then immediately processed for the BCA protein assay to determine
protein concentration. EV protein (50 µg) was suspended in EV-free medium and then added
onto a single well. After incubating for 4 h at 37 °C, the wells were washed with PBS, cells
removed from the wells by exposing to 1% trypsin for 5 min, and collected by centrifugation for
membrane enrichment (Section 3.4). Cells were also collected from a single, untreated well and
used to estimate the protein concentration of the EV-treated cells by the BCA protein assay. The
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membrane-enriched fractions from cells in an EV-treated and an untreated well were then
incubated with Laemmli buffer (+ 5% 2-mercaptoethanol) and processed for immunoblotting as
described in Section 3.8.
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Chapter 4
Results
4.1. Demonstration of MDR in Human Ovarian Cancer Cell Lines
To confirm the relative chemoresistance of the human ovarian cancer cell lines, A2780
and 2008, and their drug resistant variants, AD645 and 2008/MRP1, SRB cytotoxicity assays
were performed in the presence of multiple concentrations of carboplatin, paclitaxel, and
doxorubicin and representative dose-response curves are shown in Fig. 4A-C and Fig. 5A-C. The
results of three independent experiments are summarized in Table 4. After 48 h drug exposure,
AD645 cells were found to be 2.8-fold, 708-fold, and 43-fold resistant to carboplatin, paclitaxel,
and doxorubicin, respectively, relative to the sensitive parental A2780 cells (Table 4).
2008/MRP1 cells were approximately 0.5-fold, 3-fold, and 6.9-fold resistant to carboplatin,
paclitaxel, and doxorubicin, respectively, relative to the sensitive parental 2008 (Table 4).
As shown in Fig. 6, the increased resistance to doxorubicin and paclitaxel exhibited by
AD645 and 2008/MRP1 cells is associated with elevated levels of P-gp and MRP1, respectively,
as both transporters were readily detected by immunoblotting of whole cell extracts and
membrane-enriched protein fractions. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 7, P-gp was observed by
confocal microscopy to localize at the plasma membrane of the resistant AD645 cells, as
expected. P-gp fluorescence was most concentrated in areas of cell-cell contact and was seen to a
lesser extent intracellularly (Fig. 7).
Taken together these results confirm that AD645 and 2008/MRP1 cells display a MDR
phenotype which is, at least in part, associated with elevated levels of the ABC transporters P-gp
and MRP1, respectively.
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Figure 4. Effect of anti-cancer drugs on drug sensitive A2780 and drug resistant AD645
human ovarian cancer cells.
Cells were exposed to the indicated concentrations of (A) carboplatin, (B) paclitaxel, or (C) doxorubicin
for 48 h and then viability assessed using the SRB assay as described in Section 3.2. Results are expressed
as a per cent of control values (cells exposed to vehicle only). The dose-response curves shown above are
from a single experiment and each data point is the mean of quadruplicate determinations. Mean IC50
values (± SD) from three independent experiments are summarized in Table 4.
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Figure 5. Effect of anti-cancer drugs on drug sensitive 2008 and drug resistant 2008/MRP1
human ovarian cancer cells.
Cells were exposed to the indicated concentrations of (A) carboplatin, (B) paclitaxel, or (C) doxorubicin
for 48 h and then viability assessed using the SRB assay as described in Section 3.2. Results are expressed
as a per cent of control values (cells exposed to vehicle only). The dose-response curves shown above are
from a single experiment and each data point is the mean of quadruplicate determinations. Mean IC50
values (± SD) from three independent experiments are summarized in Table 4.
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Table 4. Relative drug resistance of human ovarian cancer cell lines.
Mean IC50 values of the data presented in Figures 4 and 5 for carboplatin, paclitaxel, and
doxorubicin are shown. Values represent the means ± SD of results obtained from three
independent experiments, indicated in parentheses. The fold change (i.e. resistance factor) for the
IC50 of drug resistant variants AD645 and 2008/MRP1 are shown in comparison to their parental,
sensitive cell line. The differences between the IC50 values of the parental and drug resistant
variant (i.e. A2780 and AD645, or 2008 and 2008/MRP1) were significant in all instances (P <
0.05). Statistical significance was determined using a paired t-test.
IC50
Cell Line

Carboplatin

Paclitaxel

Doxorubicin

µM

nM

nM

A2780

17 ± 2.9 (3)

1 ± 0.2 (3)

7 ± 2.6 (3)

AD645

47 ± 10.5 (3)

708 ± 24.7 (3)

298 ± 42.5 (3)

Resistance Factor
(AD645)
2008

2.6

708

42.6

68 ± 5.1 (3)

4 ± 0.5 (3)

333 ± 28.7 (3)

2008/MRP1

33 ± 4.9 (3)

12 ± 3.0 (3)

2300 ± 418.2 (3)

Resistance Factor
(2008/MRP1)

0.5

3

6.9
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Figure 6. Detection of P-gp and MRP1 in drug sensitive and resistant human ovarian
cancer cell lines.
Shown are immunoblots of whole cell extracts (WCE) and membrane-enriched extracts (MEE)
from (A) A2780, AD645, and (B) 2008, and 2008/MRP1 cells. WCE and MEE were isolated as
described in Sections 3.4 and 3.8. Proteins (10 µg per lane) were resolved by SDS-PAGE,
immunoblotted, and probed with antibodies against (A) P-gp, or (B) MRP1 as described in
Section 3.8. Blots were also probed with antibodies against the plasma membrane marker
Na+/K+-ATPase and the soluble protein marker GAPDH as indicated.
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Figure 7. Confocal immunofluorescence localization of P-gp in human ovarian cancer cells.
A2780 and AD645 cells were grown on cover slips, fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde,
permeabilized with 0.1% Triton x-100, and then incubated with anti-P-gp (D-11) mAb and
fluorescent tagged secondary antibody as described in Section 3.3. P-gp (green fluorescence) was
not detected in A2780 (left) but was readily detected in AD645 cells (right), and localized mostly
to the plasma membrane, especially in areas of cell-cell contact. DNA was stained with DAPI
(blue fluorescence). Blue and green fluorescence signals were produced by excitation at 405 nm
and 490 nm, respectively, and the emission signal for each (450 nm and 525 nm, respectively)
was acquired separately.
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4.2. P-gp and MRP1 are Detected in EV Isolates from AD645 and 2008/MRP1 Cells,
Respectively
EVs were initially isolated using DUC as described in Section 3.6 and were labelled as
either “large” or “small”, according to the g-force used to obtain the pellet for each EV subset
(i.e. large EVs were isolated at 20,000 x g and small EVs were isolated at 100,000 x g). As
shown in Fig. 8, both large and small EVs from all four cell types were enriched in the EV
markers CD63, syntenin-1, and CD81, but to a greater degree in small EVs. The plasma
membrane marker, Na+/K+-ATPase was found to be enriched in only the large EVs from A2780
cells (Fig. 8A), whereas it was enriched in both large and small EVs from 2008 cells, but to a
larger degree in the large EVs (Fig. 8B). A mitochondrial marker not expected to be present in
EVs, cytochrome C, was not detected in any of the EV isolates, demonstrating that the EV
isolates were not contaminated with organelles not associated with EV biogenesis and release
(Fig. 8).
To confirm that the diffuse band for the EV marker CD63 on immunoblots was caused by
extensive N-glycosylation (and not overloading of the gel or partial degradation of the protein),
A2780 EV protein extract was treated with the N-deglycosylating PNGase F and then
immunoblotted. As shown in Fig. 9, after PNGase F treatment, the CD63 band was less broad,
consistent with N-deglycosylation, and a new band appeared at 26 kDa, which corresponds to the
predicted size of the core CD63 protein.
The EVs isolated from the drug sensitive and resistant ovarian cancer cell lines by DUC
were also immunoblotted for P-gp and MRP1 (Fig.10). P-gp detected in the AD645 large EV
extract (L-EVE) appears aggregated (not fully solubilized) and thus was detected at the stackingresolving gel interface as well as at the bottom of the well (Fig. 10A). Some P-gp was detected at
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Figure 8. Detection of EV markers in EVs derived from drug sensitive and resistant human
ovarian cancer cell lines by differential ultracentrifugation (DUC).
Shown are immunoblots of whole cell extracts (WCE), large EV extracts (L-EVE), and small EV
extracts (S-EVE) from (A) A2780, AD645, and (B) 2008, and 2008/MRP1 cells. WCE and EVEs
were isolated as described in Sections 3.6 and 3.8. Proteins (2 µg per lane for A2780 samples and
37 µg per lane for 2008 samples) were resolved by SDS-PAGE and immunoblotted. Blots were
probed with antibodies against the membrane marker Na+/K+-ATPase, the EVs markers CD63,
syntenin-1, and CD81, and the mitochondrial marker cytochrome C, as indicated. Vertical lines
indicate where an irrelevant lane was cropped from the blot.
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Figure 9. Effect of PNGase F on the electrophoretic mobility of the EV marker CD63 in
A2780 human ovarian cancer cells.
Small EV extracts (S-EVE) (5 µg) prepared from A2780 cells by DUC were treated with PNGase
F (S-EVE PNGase F Tx), treated with an H2O control (S-EVE Tx Ctrl), or untreated (S-EVE No
Tx), as described in Section 3.9, before being resolved by SDS-PAGE and immunoblotted, as
described in Section 3.8. Blots were probed with anti-CD63 antibody. The arrow indicates the
fully deglycosylated core CD63 protein.
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Figure 10. Detection of P-gp and MRP1 in EVs derived from drug sensitive and resistant
human ovarian cancer cell lines by DUC.
Shown are immunoblots of whole cell extracts (WCE), membrane-enriched extracts (MEE), large
EV extracts (L-EVE), and small EV extracts (S-EVE) from (A) A2780, AD645, and (B) 2008,
and 2008/MRP1 cells. WCE, MEE, L-EVE, and S-EVE were isolated as described in Sections
3.4, 3.6, and 3.8. (A) A2780 and AD645 protein (5 µg per lane) was resolved by SDS-PAGE,
immunoblotted, and probed with anti-P-gp mAb. The higher molecular weight of the broad P-gp
band in L-EVE is likely indicative of protein aggregation or insufficient solubilization resulting
in poor resolution. The horizontal dashed lines indicate the bottom of the gel well (top line) and
the interface of the stacking and resolving gels (bottom line). (B) 2008 and 2008/MRP1 protein
(37 µg per lane) was resolved by SDS-PAGE, immunoblotted, and probed with anti-MRP1 mAb.
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its typical molecular weight of 170 kDa but only in large AD645-derived EVs (Fig. 10A),
whereas MRP1 (190 kDa) was detected in both large and small 2008/MRP1-derived EVs in the
single immunoblot performed (Fig. 10B).
These results indicate that DUC was successful in isolating EVs from the conditioned
medium of both the A2780 and 2008 cell lines and their drug resistant variants, and that the EVs
from the drug resistant variants contain the ABC transporter associated with their MDR
phenotype.
4.3. AD645 EVs Isolated by DUC Appear Cytotoxic to Recipient A2780 Cells
To determine if the P-gp present in AD645 EVs isolated by DUC could be transferred to
non-P-gp-expressing cells, A2780 cells were co-cultured with large AD645 EVs (L-EVs) and
then the cells tested for functional transfer of P-gp by determining their relative resistance to a 48
h exposure to paclitaxel using the SRB assay. Paclitaxel was utilized in these experiments
because the AD645 cells showed the greatest fold resistance (708-fold) relative to its parental
A2780 cell line (Fig. 4; Table 4).
In a first experiment, A2780 cells (2.5 x 104 cells per well) were co-cultured with 0.35 µg
AD645 L-EVs (i.e. 14 pg L-EVs per cell). As shown in Fig. 11A, these conditions did not result
in an increase in the IC50 of paclitaxel or a detectable shift in the paclitaxel dose response curve
of the A2780 recipient cells, indicating that resistance had not been transferred.
To explore if a greater amount of EVs was necessary to detect functional P-gp transfer,
the co-culture experiment was repeated with 2.0 x 104 A2780 cells co-cultured with 8 µg of
DUC-isolated AD645 L-EVs (i.e. 400 pg L-EVs per cell). However, as shown in Fig. 11B, these
conditions appeared toxic to the recipient A2780 cells, reducing the viability of these cells in
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Figure 11. Effect of DUC-isolated AD645 EVs on paclitaxel resistance of parental A2780
cells.
Drug sensitive A2780 cells were incubated with AD645 EVs, or vehicle control, for 4 h prior to
exposure to the indicated concentrations of paclitaxel for 48 h. Viability was assessed using the
SRB assay as described in Section 3.2. (A) A2780 cells (2.5 x 104 cells per well) were incubated
with AD645 EVs (0.35 µg per well) (i.e. 14 pg EVs per cell). Each data point is the mean of
quadruplicate determinations in a single experiment. (B) A2780 cells (2.0 x 104 cells per well)
were incubated with AD645 EVs (8 µg per well) (i.e. 400 pg EVs per cell) for 4 h before being
exposed to paclitaxel for 48 h. The results shown are from a single experiment done in duplicate.
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control wells (A2780 cells with AD645 EVs in the absence of paclitaxel) by approximately 50%
in the single experiment shown. Again, no rightward shift of the paclitaxel dose response curve
of the A2780 recipient cells was observed. These results indicated that alternative conditions
were needed for co-culture experiments.
4.4. AD645 EVs Isolated by SEC Appear Less Cytotoxic and More Enriched for EV
Markers, but Transfer of P-gp to Recipient A2780 Cells Was Not Detected
As DUC results in the co-isolation of other protein and lipid aggregates found in
conditioned medium, in addition to EVs, a second isolation method, SEC, was utilized with the
aim of reducing the carryover of non-EV-related, cellular components toxic to recipient cells
(154). Accordingly, EVs were isolated from conditioned medium using SEC as described in
Section 3.7. Fractions of SEC eluate were collected and immunoblotted to determine those
containing AD645 EVs. AD645 L-EVs and S-EVs isolated by DUC were included in these
immunoblots for comparison purposes. As shown in Fig. 12, SEC fractions 8 and 9 were enriched
in the EVs markers CD63, syntenin-1, and CD81. EVs isolated by SEC showed a greater
enrichment of these markers than EVs isolated by DUC. In addition, SEC fractions 8 and 9 had
detectable levels of Na+/K+-ATPase and P-gp. However, for unknown reasons, these plasma
membrane proteins were not as enriched as the aforementioned EV marker proteins. As observed
previously (Fig. 10A), P-gp was not fully resolved through SDS-PAGE, as shown by multiple
higher molecular weight bands detected on the immunoblot (Fig. 12).
To determine the amount of the SEC-isolated EVs that would be toxic to recipient cells,
SEC-isolated EVs (0.01 to 7 µg protein) were co-cultured with 2.5 x 103 A2780 cells (range 4 –
2800 pg EVs per cell) for 4 h and then viability determined as before. As shown in Fig. 13, when
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Figure 12. Detection of P-gp and EV markers in EVs derived from the drug resistant
human ovarian cancer cell line, AD645, by size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) and DUC.
EVs were isolated from AD645 cells by SEC and DUC as described in Sections 3.6 and 3.7.
Aliquots of fractions 6-9 from the SEC and large EV extracts (L-EVE) and small EV extracts (SEVE) from the DUC were resolved by SDS-PAGE (amount of protein loaded indicated at the top
of each lane) and immunoblotted. Blots were probed with antibodies against P-gp, the membrane
marker Na+/K+-ATPase, and the EV markers CD63, syntenin-1, and CD81 as indicated.
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Figure 13. Effect of SEC-isolated AD645 EVs on A2780 cell viability.
A2780 cells (2.5 x 103 cells) were incubated with the indicated amounts of AD645 EVs (0.01 – 7
µg) (i.e. 4 pg – 2.8 ng EVs per cell) for 4 h and then viability assessed using the SRB assay as
described in Section 3.2. Co-culture with ≥1 µg of AD645 EVs led to a decrease in A2780 cell
viability. Each data point is the mean of triplicate determinations in a single experiment.
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A2780 cells were exposed to 1 µg of AD645 EVs (i.e. 400 pg EVs per cell), viability was
reduced by approximately 15%. Consequently, to avoid toxicity in subsequent co-culture
experiments, 0.75 µg of AD645 EVs were co-cultured with 2.5 x 103 A2780 cells (i.e. 300 pg
EVs per cell) before exposure to paclitaxel to determine if chemoresistance could be transferred.
As shown in Fig. 14, AD645 EVs at 300 pg per cell alone did not affect A2780 cell viability after
4 h co-culture as anticipated; however, there was also no shift in the paclitaxel dose-response
curve of the recipient A2780 cells, indicating that drug resistance had not been transferred by the
SEC-isolated AD645 EVs.
To determine if the inability to detect an EV-associated change in paclitaxel sensitivity
was due to a lack of a physical transfer of P-gp, a co-culture experiment was performed with a
maximal amount of SEC-isolated AD645 EVs and then the recipient cells immunoblotted for Pgp. Thus, 50 µg of AD645 EVs were co-cultured with 1.8 x 105 A2780 cells (i.e. 277 pg EVs per
cell) for 4 h. After co-culture, the recipient cells were harvested, processed for membrane
enrichment, and probed for P-gp, as well as for the marker proteins Na+/K+-ATPase and
syntenin-1, by immunoblot. As shown in Fig. 15, a single, short term co-culture of A2780 cells
with AD645 EVs under these conditions appeared to result in an increase in the EV marker
syntenin-1, suggesting that some uptake of AD645 EVs and protein transfer had occurred in the
A2780 cells; however, P-gp was not detected. These observations suggest that the lack of transfer
of functional drug resistance by SEC-isolated AD645 EVs (Fig. 14) can be explained by an
insufficient physical transfer of P-gp.
Overall, the results of this series of experiments suggest that SEC can be used
successfully to purify and enrich for EVs from conditioned medium to a greater extent than DUC.
Nevertheless, while SEC-isolated AD645 EVs were more enriched in EV markers and apparently
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Figure 14. Effect of SEC-isolated AD645 EVs on paclitaxel resistance of A2780 cells.
A2780 cells (2.5 x 103 cells per well) were incubated with 0.75 µg (per well) AD645 EVs (300
pg EVs per cell) for 4 h prior to exposure to the indicated concentrations of paclitaxel for 48 h.
Viability was assessed using the SRB assay as described in Section 3.2. AD645 EVs did not
reduce A2780 cell viability and also did not increase chemoresistance to paclitaxel (IC50 A2780:
5.06 nM; IC50 A2780 + AD645 EVs: 4.84 nM). The results shown are from a single experiment done in
duplicate.
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Figure 15. Immunoblotting for P-gp in drug sensitive A2780 human ovarian cancer cells
after co-culture with SEC-isolated EVs derived from drug resistant AD645 cells.
A2780 cells (1.8 x 105 cells) were incubated with 50 µg of AD645 EVs (i.e. 277 pg EVs per cell)
for 4 h before being immediately processed for membrane enrichment (A2780 MEE – EV Tx)
and immunoblotted for P-gp as described in Section 3.8. Untreated A2780 MEE (No Tx) as well
as AD645 EV extract (EVE), whole cell extract (WCE), and MEE were included as controls. The
amount of protein loaded is indicated at the top of each lane. Blots were probed with antibodies
against P-gp, the membrane marker Na+/K+-ATPase, and the EV marker syntenin-1, as indicated.
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less toxic to recipient cells than DUC-isolated EVs, P-gp was not enriched, and furthermore, P-gp
was not detected in recipient cells after co-culture. Thus, the conditions for optimal P-gp
enrichment in AD645 EVs and subsequent functional and physical transfer of P-gp from AD645
EVs to A2780 cells have yet to be determined.
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Chapter 5
Discussion
In this study, the human ovarian cancer cell lines A2780 and 2008, together with their
multidrug resistant variants AD645 and 2008/MRP1, were used as models for MDR conferred by
P-gp and MRP1, respectively. Cytotoxicity assays confirmed that AD645 cells exhibited a high
level of resistance to paclitaxel and doxorubicin, and a low level of resistance to carboplatin,
compared to parental A2780 cells (Fig. 4). While the resistance to paclitaxel and doxorubicin was
expected because both of these drugs are P-gp substrates (Table 3) (86,87,99,193), the 2.8-fold
level of carboplatin resistance was not expected as platinum-containing drugs are not known to
be transported by P-gp (87,130). Thus, the current findings suggest that resistance mechanisms in
addition to P-gp are present in the doxorubicin-selected AD645 cell line.
2008/MRP1 cells exhibited a low level of resistance to paclitaxel and doxorubicin,
consistent with previous characterizations of MRP1-transfected cell lines (109,201,202).
Interestingly, these cells also displayed a collateral sensitivity (i.e. 0.5-fold change) to carboplatin
relative to 2008 cells (Fig. 5; Table 4). Carboplatin is not a known MRP1 substrate, and as such,
2008/MRP1 cells were not expected to be resistant to the drug (199,203–205). The observed
carboplatin sensitivity is also curious because, unlike the drug-selected AD645 cell line, the
2008/MRP1 cell line is a transfected cell line, containing a recombinant expression vector
encoding ABCC1 mRNA (109). Consequently, it was not expected that, aside from elevated
MRP1 expression, the transfected cell line would behave differently than its parental 2008 cell
line in response to a platinum-containing agent. The increased sensitivity to carboplatin may be
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due to the fact that MRP1-overexpressing cell lines have been reported to contain reduced levels
of GSH (as it can be exported by this transporter) and GSH has been implicated in the
detoxification and resistance of platinum-containing drugs (124,206,207). Unfortunately, there
have not been any studies published investigating whether or not GSH efflux occurs in
2008/MRP1 cells. Therefore, exploring the levels of GSH would be of particular interest with
regard to explaining this cell line’s carboplatin sensitivity.
As expected, based on previous studies of these cell lines (208,209), immunoblots
confirmed that both P-gp and MRP1 were enriched in membrane fractions from AD645 and
2008/MRP1 cells, respectively, compared to their drug sensitive counterparts (Fig. 6). Elevated
P-gp expression in AD645 cells was further confirmed using confocal microscopy, and which
showed P-gp predominantly localized to the plasma membrane of these cells but not detected in
parental A2780 cells (Fig. 7). Some fluorescence was seen throughout AD645 cells, which might
be due to incompletely processed or recycled P-gp retained in the endoplasmic reticulum, Golgi
apparatus, or other intracellular compartments. However, it may also be due to non-specific
fluorescence caused by the application of excess primary or secondary antibody or inadequate
washing during the immunocytochemistry protocol.
EVs were isolated from conditioned medium from all four ovarian cancer cell lines,
A2780, AD645, 2008, and 2008/MRP1, by DUC, and immunoblotting indicated that the DUCisolated EVs were enriched in the established EV markers CD63, syntenin-1, and CD81 (Fig. 8)
(155). These results provide strong evidence that all four cell lines release EVs. CD63 is known
to be a highly glycosylated protein, which often leads to a diffuse band seen on immunoblots,
sometimes making it difficult to distinguish from other non-specific bands (210). However,
treatment of a S-EVE fraction of DUC-isolated A2780 EVs with PNGase F caused a shift in the
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electrophoretic mobility of the CD63 immunoreactive band indicating that the N-glycans were at
least partially removed and allowed for a more confident identification of CD63 at its expected
core electrophoretic mobility of 26 kDa (Fig. 9) (210,211). CD63 was not fully deglycosylated by
the PNGase F treatment most likely because 2-mercaptoethanol had to be omitted from the
denaturation step in the manufacturer’s protocol because it disrupts the epitope detected by the
anti-CD63 antibody (212).
In addition to the established EV marker proteins, EVs derived from AD645 and
2008/MRP1 cells were also shown by immunoblotting to contain P-gp and MRP1, respectively
(Fig. 10). As P-gp and MRP1 are known to localize predominantly to the plasma membrane
where they efflux solutes from the cell (208,209), it was postulated that larger EVs (i.e.
microvesicles that have budded directly from the plasma membrane) would be more enriched for
the transporters than smaller EVs (i.e. exosomes formed by the inward budding of endosomes).
However, while P-gp was mostly detected in large EVs from AD645 conditioned medium (Fig.
10A), MRP1 was detected in approximately equal abundance in both small and large EVs from
2008/MRP1 conditioned medium (Fig. 10B). In addition to P-gp being detected at its expected
molecular weight of 170 kDa in AD645 large EVs, immunoreactive P-gp was also observed at
the interface of the stacking and resolving gels, as well as at the bottom of the loading well (Fig.
10A). The failure of a large proportion of the P-gp in the large EVs to enter the gel is likely due
to protein aggregation and/or inadequate solubilization due to the low volumes of solubilization
buffer used (and despite the presence of 8 M urea). The 20,000 x g pellet containing the large
EVs was very small, and thus, to ensure the protein concentration was sufficiently high for
quantification, only a small volume of solubilization buffer was added. While the protein content
of the L-EVE could be quantified, it might have been beneficial to add a greater volume of
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solubilization buffer to facilitate P-gp solubilization so that it might be better resolved by SDSPAGE. Additional adjustments to experimental protocols would be needed if the failure of the
extracts to enter the gel was caused by aggregation.
The reason why MRP1 appeared to be present in the small EVs (i.e. exosomes) from
conditioned medium of cultured 2008/MRP1 cells is unknown (Fig. 10B). Based on extensive
literature demonstrating predominantly plasma membrane localization of MRP1, mostly in
transfected mammalian cell lines, it is extremely unlikely that a substantial proportion of the
MRP1 in the 2008/MRP1 cells is localized to endosomal compartments (208,213,214). Multiple
2008/MRP1 EV isolates were pooled for immunoblotting but the immunoblotting experiments
could not be repeated due to time constraints, so cross-contamination between the two DUCisolated large and small EV fractions cannot be excluded.
After the initial experiments exploring optimal methods for isolating EVs from
conditioned medium by DUC, the remainder of the thesis research focused on EVs isolated from
the P-gp-overexpressing AD645 cells, because P-gp confers a higher level of resistance to
paclitaxel which is a first line drug in the treatment of ovarian cancer (28,29). Small and large
AD645 EVs were isolated independently to enrich for mainly microvesicles in the large EV
fraction because it was postulated that since P-gp was localized at the plasma membrane, it was
more likely that it would be shed into microvesicles budding directly from the membrane.
Designing the EV co-culture experiments to assess the transfer of drug resistance to sensitive
cells by large EVs was particularly challenging because there are few literature sources with
detailed protocols. For example, details such as the optimal ratio of EVs to recipient cells,
optimal EV exposure times, and optimal drug exposure times are seldom stated (185,189,190).
However, previous studies investigating EVs derived from A2780 cells have reported that EV
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content (i.e. P-gp, other proteins, and/or nucleic acids) can be transferred to recipient cells in as
little as 1 h, with EV cargo detected at maximal levels in recipient cells between 12 and 24 h after
co-culture (189,190). In an initial co-culture experiment, DUC-isolated AD645 large EVs were
pre-incubated with A2780 cells for 4 h at 400 pg per cell, followed by the addition of paclitaxel
for a further 48 h co-exposure (Fig. 11). Moreover, under these conditions, A2780 cells exposed
to 400 pg large EVs per cell alone (but not paclitaxel, for a total of 52 h), exhibited a substantial
reduction in cell viability (approximately 50% in the one experiment performed); although in the
same experiment, cells exposed to the same amount of EVs as well as 30 nM paclitaxel showed
only a 30% reduction in viability (Fig. 11B). The apparent cytotoxicity of the EVs alone was not
expected and a survey of the literature suggests that this is not a commonly reported finding.
Rather than the EVs themselves being cytotoxic, it seems more likely that other factors present in
the conditioned medium and co-isolated with the EVs may be responsible. Thus, to reduce the
possible carryover of cytotoxic components from the AD645 conditioned medium, SEC was used
instead of DUC in subsequent experiments to isolate EVs.
The commercial SEC columns used in this study contain Sepharose™ beads with a pore
size of 75 nm and thus are designed for optimally isolating EVs smaller than 75 nm, although
they can be used to isolate larger EVs (215). According to the manufacturer (IZON Science), the
largest passable size is 1 µm, which should include large EVs (215). EV markers were first
detected in eluate fraction 8 from the column and would be expected to contain the largest of the
EVs. However, unlike DUC-isolated AD645 large EVs (Fig. 10), SEC-isolated EVs were not
enriched for P-gp (Fig. 12). The reasons for this unexpected observation are unclear. The first
possibility is that since this experiment was only performed once, a technical flaw cannot be
excluded. Another possibility is that P-gp from the AD645 cells may not be differentially loaded
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in the EVs. As discussed in Section 1.13, the mechanism(s) of selective loading of EVs is still
unknown, and as such, it is difficult to postulate as to why P-gp was not enriched in the SECisolated EVs released by the P-gp-expressing AD645 cells (142).
In this study, EVs were solely quantified by determining their total protein content. The
disadvantage of this narrow approach to quantification, and why single vesicle quantification
(e.g. by NTA or other methods) is recommended by the ISEV (Section 1.14), is that not all
protein in the isolate will necessarily be EV-derived protein (152,153). Thus, a greater amount of
protein does not necessarily reflect a greater amount of EVs, because protein concentration
values can be easily skewed by the contamination of other co-isolated, non-EV-associated
proteins (152,153). AD645 EVs isolated by SEC were upwards of approximately 4-fold more
enriched in EV protein markers than EVs isolated by DUC (Fig. 12). Thus, it may be that a
greater proportion of the SEC-isolated EV extract was EV-derived protein, compared to the
DUC-isolated EV extract. In support of this idea, the toxicity to A2780 cells after co-culture with
SEC-isolated AD645 EVs at 1.4 ng per cell (Fig. 13) appeared similar to that after co-culture
with DUC-isolated EVs at 400 pg per cell (Fig. 11B), a 3-fold difference. SEC-isolated EVs
appeared to be cytotoxic to A2780 cells when above 400 pg EVs per cell, and accordingly, SECisolated EVs were not used in co-culture experiments in amounts exceeding 300 pg EVs per cell.
Unfortunately, co-culture of A2780 cells with the SEC-isolated AD645 EVs for 4 h,
followed by a further 48 h of co-exposure with paclitaxel, at a concentration of 300 pg EVs per
cell did not result in a detectable increase in paclitaxel resistance (Fig. 14). However, this finding
was not surprising given that P-gp was also not detected in the recipient A2780 cells after a short
term co-culture of the same SEC-isolated AD645 EVs with A2780 cells for 4 h (Fig. 15). There
are multiple possible reasons as to why P-gp was not detected in the recipient A2780 cells. First
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and foremost, it seems likely that there simply was not enough P-gp transferred per cell during
co-culture to be immunodetectable or to elicit a measureable shift in the relative paclitaxel
resistance of the A2780 recipient cells. As noted earlier, P-gp was not enriched in the SECisolated AD645 EVs, and therefore, it is likely that a greater amount of EVs would be necessary
to deliver sufficient P-gp to recipient A2780 cells such that both P-gp and any consequent
increase in drug resistance could be detected. However, based on the results of this study, it is
expected that if more SEC-isolated EVs were added to a co-culture, the viability of the recipient
cells would be adversely affected. In order to augment the amount of P-gp-containing EVs used
in co-culture, it would be necessary to adjust the experimental conditions to increase P-gp
enrichment of the EVs while avoiding toxicity. Another possible, but less likely, explanation for
the lack of detectable P-gp in the recipient A2780 cells is that the P-gp present in AD645 EVs
was degraded during the co-culture process. Additional experiments with multiple EV exposure
time points might clarify if this was the case.
Other studies that have reported successful transfer of drug resistance using the human
ovarian cancer A2780 cell line, and drug resistant variants, include those by Zhang et al. (190)
and Crow et al. (189). Zhang et al. reported that EVs released from a paclitaxel-selected
multidrug resistant A2780 cell line expressing P-gp were able to transfer P-gp physically (i.e.
detectable in recipient cells using flow cytometry) as well as functionally (i.e. by a 5-fold
increase in resistance of A2780 recipient cells to paclitaxel and doxorubicin after 48 h) (190).
Although the authors stated that they used microvesicles in their co-culture experiments, a review
of their methods revealed that the EVs were collected by DUC at 100,000 x g, which is known to
isolate smaller EVs (i.e. exosomes) as well (190). In addition to not confirming the presence of
EV markers in their preparations, the authors also did not indicate the ratio of EVs to recipient
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cells in their co-culture experiments (190). Thus, for multiple reasons, it’s not possible to
compare their findings with those described in this thesis. However, their data suggested that
within 4 h of co-culture, recipient A2780 cells had internalized EVs, as demonstrated by
fluorescent-labelling of the EV lipid membrane and subsequent imaging of EVs in co-culture
(190). However, the relative abundance of P-gp in the EVs was not reported (190).
Crow et al. provided a much more detailed methodology for their co-culture experiments
with A2780 cells (189). These authors co-cultured small DUC-isolated EVs released from a
carboplatin-resistant A2780 cell line variant with A2780 parental cells and reported that 100 pg
EVs per cell was sufficient to cause a 2-fold increase in recipient cell resistance to carboplatin
after 48 h of drug exposure (189). In this thesis, A2780 cells were exposed to 300 pg EVs per cell
in a co-culture experiment, which is three times that used by Crow et al (189). Like Zhang et al.
(190), Crow et al. assessed EV uptake by fluorescent labelling of EV membranes (189). Although
the fluorescent density of the recipient cells after EV co-culture was not significantly different
between 2 and 24 h, the authors chose to co-culture recipient cells with EVs for 24 h before
exposing them to carboplatin for 48 h (189). Because they used a carboplatin-selected cell line, it
is highly unlikely that the transfer of resistance to A2780 cells was mediated by the transfer of Pgp or MRP1 (87,130). The cargo of the EVs used in these studies was not analyzed prior to coculture experiments; however, the authors reported that the carboplatin-resistant cell line variants
harbored a SMAD4 mutation (as determined by Next Generation DNA sequencing of 48 cancerassociated genes) which, when exogenously overexpressed in A2780 cells, led to a 2-fold
increase in carboplatin resistance (189).
With respect to the findings reported in this thesis, it would be necessary to quantify and
enrich for P-gp-containing AD645-derived EVs to maximize the amount of P-gp delivered to the
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A2780 recipient cells and then resolve the issue of delivering a sufficient amount of EVs without
toxicity. An emerging technology called nanoFACS, which is a high-resolution flow cytometric
method, may be used to sort and enrich EVs by labeling the EVs with antibodies against specific
cargo proteins (e.g. P-gp) (216,217). nanoFACS is currently used in tandem with NTA to
determine the size and concentration of the cargo-enriched particles (217). An EV isolate that is
further enriched for P-gp-containing EVs is almost certainly more likely to transfer a greater
amount of P-gp (and possibly a detectable amount) to recipient cells.
Future studies for this project after solving the cargo enrichment issue might include
monitoring EV uptake by recipient cells over time using a lipophilic membrane dye, such as
PKH67, to label AD645 EVs prior to their co-culture and observe uptake over time using
fluorescence microscopy (218). This would provide direct evidence that the EVs produced by the
AD645 cells are indeed being internalized by A2780 cells and the optimal time required for coculture.
Due to time constraints, some of the recommended experiments outlined in the
established guidelines by the ISEV (Section 1.14) were not carried out in the present study
because investigating the functionality of the EVs was prioritized over the physical
characterization of the particles. It is possible that the co-culture experiments would have
benefited from prior NTA as there is a consensus in the field that a concentration of EVs, rather
than an amount or protein, is a more reliable way to quantify the amount of EVs present in an
isolate (153,154). NTA, as well as TEM, would provide information on the size of individual
vesicles, which would allow for correct terminology of the isolated EVs (i.e. large and small
EVs) although it would not provide any information about the proportion of EVs carrying P-gp.
Knowledge of the relative concentrations of large and small EVs would also further inform
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whether AD645 cells release more microvesicles or exosomes, which may be important for
understanding how abundant these types of EVs might be in the tumour microenvironment.
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Chapter 6
Summary
In conclusion, this study has established preliminary methodologies for isolating EVs from the
conditioned medium of human ovarian cancer cell lines, namely A2780 and 2008, using DUC
and SEC. EVs from both cell lines and their respective multidrug resistant variants, AD645 and
2008/MRP1, were shown to be enriched in established EV markers CD63, CD81, and syntenin-1.
EVs released from the multidrug resistant cell lines AD645 and 2008/MRP1 were also shown to
contain the ABC transporter protein, P-gp and MRP1, respectively. DUC-isolated AD645derived EVs were enriched for P-gp but appeared to exhibit toxicity in co-culture experiments
with A2780 recipient cells and did not result in an increase in paclitaxel resistance, nor was a
physical transfer of P-gp detected. In contrast, SEC-isolated AD645-derived EVs were not
enriched for P-gp but appeared less toxic to A2780 recipient cells than DUC-isolated EVs in coculture experiments. Nevertheless, no change in paclitaxel sensitivity was detected. While the
hypothesis that drug resistance mediated by P-gp could be transferred via EVs to sensitive
ovarian cancer cells was not supported or refuted in this study, the results obtained suggest that
further experimentation would benefit the fields of ovarian cancer, drug resistance, and EVmediated intercellular communication research.
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